The Shanghai soft X-ray Free-Electron Laser facility (SXFEL) is being developed in two steps; the SXFEL test facility (SXFEL-TF), and the SXFEL user facility (SXFEL-UF). The SXFEL-TF is a critical development step towards the construction a soft X-ray FEL user facility in China, and is under commissioning at the Shanghai Synchrotron Radiation Facility (SSRF) campus. The test facility is going to generate 8.8 nm FEL radiation using an 840 MeV electron linac passing through the two-stage cascaded HGHG-HGHG or EEHG-HGHG (high-gain harmonic generation, echo-enabled harmonic generation) scheme. The construction of the SXFEL-TF started at the end of 2014. Its accelerator tunnel and klystron gallery were ready for equipment installation in April 2016, and the installation of the SXFEL-TF linac and radiator undulators were completed by the end of 2016. In the meantime, the SXFEL-UF, with a designated wavelength in the water window region, began construction in November 2016. This was based on upgrading the linac energy to 1.5 GeV, and the building of a second undulator line and five experimental end-stations. Construction status and the future plans of the SXFEL are reported in this paper.
Introduction
Free-electron lasers (FELs) hold the ability to generate extremely high intensity, ultra-short, and coherent radiation pulses, which can open up new frontiers of ultra-fast and ultra-small sciences at the atomic scale. In the X-ray region, most of the existing FEL facilities, such as FLASH [1] , LCLS [2] , SACLA [3] , PAL [4] , SwissFEL [5] , and European XFEL [6] , are based on the self-amplified spontaneous emission (SASE) principle [7, 8] . While SASE FEL has the advantages of simple setup, technological maturity, and excellent transverse coherence, it typically has rather limited temporal coherence. In order to improve the temporal coherence of SASE, several seeding schemes, including external seeding [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] or self-seeding [15] [16] [17] [18] , have been developed in recent years. Among these schemes, high-gain harmonic generation (HGHG) [9] and echo-enabled harmonic generation (EEHG) [11, 12] have been proven as promising candidates for generating nearly Fourier-transform limited pulses with better stabilities of central wavelength and intensity [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] . To further extend the output wavelength of an external seeding FEL down to the X-ray regime, cascading stages of HGHG FEL with the fresh bunch technique [10] have been demonstrated both with SDUV-FEL [21] and FERMI FEL [24] . The cascaded HGHG at FERMI has already been applied for FEL user experiments and has prominent advantages in temporal coherence and controllable longitudinal phase.
The Shanghai soft X-ray Free-Electron Laser Facility (SXFEL), as a phased project, is composed of the SXFEL test facility (SXFEL-TF), and the SXFEL user facility (SXFEL-UF). The main purpose of the SXFEL-TF is to promote FEL research in China, including exploring the possibility of the seeded X-ray FEL with two stages of cascaded HGHG-HGHG, or a new scheme based on an EEHG-HGHG series of discussions and comparisons organized by the Chinese Academy of Sciences, it was decided to establish this test facility in the campus of the Shanghai Synchrotron Radiation Facility (SSRF). The civil construction started at the end of 2014. The tunnel and technical buildings were ready in April 2016, and the installation was almost completed by the end of 2016. Currently, the test facility is under commissioning and is expected to be finished by the end of 2017. The upgrading of the test facility to the water window user facility, SXFEL-UF, has been undertaken by the collaboration between the Shanghai Institute of Applied Physics (SINAP) and Shanghai-Tech University. Shanghai-Tech University is in charge of developing science cases and experimental end-stations, and SINAP is responsible for the remaining parts of facility development, including upgrading the linac energy to 1.5 GeV, building a second undulator line, facility integration, and constructing the utility and SXFEL-UF buildings. The civil construction was started in November 2016, and the user facility is scheduled to be open to users in 2019.
The SXFEL Test Facility

Layout and Main Parameters
The SXFEL-TF consists of an 840 MeV electron linac and a two-stage cascaded seeding schemebased undulator system, as shown in Figure 1 . The initial proposal of the SXFEL-TF project in 2016 was to test the cascaded HGHG scheme [25] . In the following years, it was gradually optimized and more contents of the EEHG were added to the project when the construction started in 2014. A new cascaded EEHG-HGHG operation scheme was incorporated into the SXFEL-TF to further improve the ultra-high harmonic up-conversion efficiency. The main parameters of the SXFEL-TF are shown in Table 1 . The wavelength of the seeding laser used in the first stage is 265 nm. The output radiation wavelength from the first stage is about 44 nm. In the second stage, an 8.8 nm soft X-ray FEL radiation pulse will be eventually produced based on the HGHG scheme. The total harmonic up-conversion number of the two stages is 30. Test Facility (SXFEL-TF) , including a photo-cathode injector, a main linac, and an undulator system (BC: bunch compressor, M: modulator, DS: dispersion section, R: radiator, FB: fresh bunch).
The main parameters of the SXFEL-TF are shown in Table 1 . The wavelength of the seeding laser used in the first stage is 265 nm. The output radiation wavelength from the first stage is about 44 nm. In the second stage, an 8.8 nm soft X-ray FEL radiation pulse will be eventually produced based on the HGHG scheme. The total harmonic up-conversion number of the two stages is 30. 
Injector
The SXFEL photo-injector, as shown in Figure 2 , consists of an S-band photo-cathode radio frequency (RF) gun, emittance compensating solenoids, a drive laser, two S-band accelerating structures, and a laser heater. To generate a flat-top driving laser pulse, the pulse stacking technique is adopted in the temporal shaping system. Three diagnostic stations are employed in the injector. The 6D phase space of the electron bunch can be reconstructed by the combination of a transverse deflecting cavity and a 2-cell FODO lattice, each cell contains a focusing quadrupole (F), a space (O), a defocusing quadrupole (D) and a space (O). 
The SXFEL photo-injector, as shown in Figure 2 , consists of an S-band photo-cathode radio frequency (RF) gun, emittance compensating solenoids, a drive laser, two S-band accelerating structures, and a laser heater. To generate a flat-top driving laser pulse, the pulse stacking technique is adopted in the temporal shaping system. Three diagnostic stations are employed in the injector. The 6D phase space of the electron bunch can be reconstructed by the combination of a transverse deflecting cavity and a 2-cell FODO lattice, each cell contains a focusing quadrupole (F), a space (O), a defocusing quadrupole (D) and a space (O). The beam parameters at the exit of the injector are shown in Table 2 . The injector aims at achieving sub-μm level normalized emittance with the bunch charge of 0.5 nC, and the operation parameter errors of photo-cathode gun, drive laser, solenoids, and accelerating structures are well controlled to make sure the beam parameters lie within the specifications. 
Main Accelerator
The main accelerator of the SXFEL-TF is designed as a compact linac with high-gradient C-band RF accelerating structures. Initially, the main linac consists of 3 linac sections (L1 to L3) and two bunch compressors [25] . Later on, the two-stage bunch compression scheme was replaced by a singlestage bunch compressor with BC1 at a beam energy of approximately 200 MeV, based on the experience of FERMI. Currently, the main linac layout is shown in Figure 3 , where L1 is the S-band accelerating section and L2 and L3 are C-band accelerating sections. To further boost the electron beam energy up to 1.5 GeV in the future, extra space between L2 and L3 has been reserved, in which a second bunch compressor and more C-band structures can be installed. The beam parameters at the exit of the injector are shown in Table 2 . The injector aims at achieving sub-µm level normalized emittance with the bunch charge of 0.5 nC, and the operation parameter errors of photo-cathode gun, drive laser, solenoids, and accelerating structures are well controlled to make sure the beam parameters lie within the specifications. 
The main accelerator of the SXFEL-TF is designed as a compact linac with high-gradient C-band RF accelerating structures. Initially, the main linac consists of 3 linac sections (L1 to L3) and two bunch compressors [25] . Later on, the two-stage bunch compression scheme was replaced by a single-stage bunch compressor with BC1 at a beam energy of approximately 200 MeV, based on the experience of FERMI. Currently, the main linac layout is shown in Figure 3 , where L1 is the S-band accelerating section and L2 and L3 are C-band accelerating sections. To further boost the electron beam energy up to 1.5 GeV in the future, extra space between L2 and L3 has been reserved, in which a second bunch compressor and more C-band structures can be installed. C-band accelerating structures have the advantage of compensating the energy spread at the phase around the crest due to the stronger longitudinal wakefield, and this, as a result, can reduce the beam energy jitter. In the meantime, simulation suggests that the transverse wakefield of the Cband structure will not obviously degrade the beam performance. Designed parameters for the main linac are shown in Table 3 . In order to monitor the beam positions and optics, beam position monitors (BPMs) and beam profilers are used in the main linac. In the first bunch compressor (BC1), non-destructive bunch length and beam energy detectors are installed to give feedback on the beam energy, peak current, and arrival time with the Low-level RF system.
The triplets and FODO lattices are arranged for the main linac. Figure 4 shows the Twiss functions calculated by the ELEGANT program [27] . To minimize the horizontal beta function at the last bending magnet and hence mitigate the CSR effect, two doublets are used on each arm of the chicane. After L2, there is some extra space reserved for accommodating C-band accelerating structures for upgrading the linac energy in the future. 
Undulator Line
The main purpose of the SXFEL-TF is to test two-stage harmonic generation, such as the HGHG-HGHG or EEHG-HGHG cascading schemes. As shown in Figure 5 , the undulator system consists of a seed laser system, three modulators, two radiator sections, and a couple of chicanes serving for laser injection, dispersive section, and fresh bunch delay purposes. C-band accelerating structures have the advantage of compensating the energy spread at the phase around the crest due to the stronger longitudinal wakefield, and this, as a result, can reduce the beam energy jitter. In the meantime, simulation suggests that the transverse wakefield of the C-band structure will not obviously degrade the beam performance. Designed parameters for the main linac are shown in Table 3 . In order to monitor the beam positions and optics, beam position monitors (BPMs) and beam profilers are used in the main linac. In the first bunch compressor (BC1), non-destructive bunch length and beam energy detectors are installed to give feedback on the beam energy, peak current, and arrival time with the Low-level RF system.
The triplets and FODO lattices are arranged for the main linac. Figure 4 shows the Twiss functions calculated by the ELEGANT program [27] . To minimize the horizontal beta function at the last bending magnet and hence mitigate the CSR effect, two doublets are used on each arm of the chicane. After L2, there is some extra space reserved for accommodating C-band accelerating structures for upgrading the linac energy in the future. C-band accelerating structures have the advantage of compensating the energy spread at the phase around the crest due to the stronger longitudinal wakefield, and this, as a result, can reduce the beam energy jitter. In the meantime, simulation suggests that the transverse wakefield of the Cband structure will not obviously degrade the beam performance. Designed parameters for the main linac are shown in Table 3 . In order to monitor the beam positions and optics, beam position monitors (BPMs) and beam profilers are used in the main linac. In the first bunch compressor (BC1), non-destructive bunch length and beam energy detectors are installed to give feedback on the beam energy, peak current, and arrival time with the Low-level RF system.
The main purpose of the SXFEL-TF is to test two-stage harmonic generation, such as the HGHG-HGHG or EEHG-HGHG cascading schemes. As shown in Figure 5 , the undulator system consists of a seed laser system, three modulators, two radiator sections, and a couple of chicanes serving for laser injection, dispersive section, and fresh bunch delay purposes. 
The main purpose of the SXFEL-TF is to test two-stage harmonic generation, such as the HGHG-HGHG or EEHG-HGHG cascading schemes. As shown in Figure 5 , the undulator system consists of a seed laser system, three modulators, two radiator sections, and a couple of chicanes serving for laser injection, dispersive section, and fresh bunch delay purposes. The electron bunch at the exit of the linac is about 1 ps (FWHM) long. A small part is modulated in the modulators by a seed laser pulse with a pulse length of about 100 fs (FWHM), and the modulated part of the electron bunch generates coherent radiation in the first stage radiator. This radiation is shifted ahead to a fresh part of the electron bunch by the fresh bunch chicane and serves as the seed for the following stage. A short undulator of the same type as the first stage radiator is employed as the modulator and a small chicane is used as the dispersion section in the second stage. The harmonic up-conversion numbers of the two stages are six and five, respectively, which makes the final output wavelength ~8.8 nm.
Performance of the SXFEL-TF
The SXFEL-TF has been designed and constructed to be a flexible facility for testing various advanced FEL seeding concepts. A number of different operating modes have been considered for the SXFEL-TF. Here we only present some typical results for the two-stage HGHG cascade, the EEHG-HGHG cascade and single stage EEHG. More details of the simulations can be found in references [26, 28] .
Using the parameters listed in Table 1 , Figure 6 shows the simulation results for the cascaded HGHG. The simulations were carried out by the time-dependent mode of GENESIS [29] . The seed power used for the first stage HGHG is about 200 MW. The whole electron beam was tracked though the two stages to obtain realistic simulation results. One can find in Figure 6 that a coherent soft Xray radiation pulse at 8.8 nm with peak power exceeding 200 MW can be produced through the twostage HGHG scheme. Besides the conventional cascaded HGHG, we also want to perform some proof-of-principle experiments for novel schemes. As shown in Figure 1 , the first stage of the SXFEL-TF is a typical EEHG, which employs two modulator-chicane sections to introduce the echo effect into the electron beam. Therefore, the SXFEL provides a perfect platform for testing the cascaded EEHG-HGHG scheme. The simulation results for this scheme are shown in Figure 7 . The electron bunch at the exit of the linac is about 1 ps (FWHM) long. A small part is modulated in the modulators by a seed laser pulse with a pulse length of about 100 fs (FWHM), and the modulated part of the electron bunch generates coherent radiation in the first stage radiator. This radiation is shifted ahead to a fresh part of the electron bunch by the fresh bunch chicane and serves as the seed for the following stage. A short undulator of the same type as the first stage radiator is employed as the modulator and a small chicane is used as the dispersion section in the second stage. The harmonic up-conversion numbers of the two stages are six and five, respectively, which makes the final output wavelength~8.8 nm.
Using the parameters listed in Table 1 , Figure 6 shows the simulation results for the cascaded HGHG. The simulations were carried out by the time-dependent mode of GENESIS [29] . The seed power used for the first stage HGHG is about 200 MW. The whole electron beam was tracked though the two stages to obtain realistic simulation results. One can find in Figure 6 that a coherent soft X-ray radiation pulse at 8.8 nm with peak power exceeding 200 MW can be produced through the two-stage HGHG scheme. The electron bunch at the exit of the linac is about 1 ps (FWHM) long. A small part is modulated in the modulators by a seed laser pulse with a pulse length of about 100 fs (FWHM), and the modulated part of the electron bunch generates coherent radiation in the first stage radiator. This radiation is shifted ahead to a fresh part of the electron bunch by the fresh bunch chicane and serves as the seed for the following stage. A short undulator of the same type as the first stage radiator is employed as the modulator and a small chicane is used as the dispersion section in the second stage. The harmonic up-conversion numbers of the two stages are six and five, respectively, which makes the final output wavelength ~8.8 nm.
Using the parameters listed in Table 1 , Figure 6 shows the simulation results for the cascaded HGHG. The simulations were carried out by the time-dependent mode of GENESIS [29] . The seed power used for the first stage HGHG is about 200 MW. The whole electron beam was tracked though the two stages to obtain realistic simulation results. One can find in Figure 6 that a coherent soft Xray radiation pulse at 8.8 nm with peak power exceeding 200 MW can be produced through the twostage HGHG scheme. Besides the conventional cascaded HGHG, we also want to perform some proof-of-principle experiments for novel schemes. As shown in Figure 1 , the first stage of the SXFEL-TF is a typical EEHG, which employs two modulator-chicane sections to introduce the echo effect into the electron beam. Therefore, the SXFEL provides a perfect platform for testing the cascaded EEHG-HGHG scheme. The simulation results for this scheme are shown in Figure 7 . Besides the conventional cascaded HGHG, we also want to perform some proof-of-principle experiments for novel schemes. As shown in Figure 1 , the first stage of the SXFEL-TF is a typical EEHG, which employs two modulator-chicane sections to introduce the echo effect into the electron beam. Therefore, the SXFEL provides a perfect platform for testing the cascaded EEHG-HGHG scheme. The simulation results for this scheme are shown in Figure 7 . Moreover, we also have the plan of operating a single-stage EEHG at ultra-high harmonics for directly generating the 8.8 nm radiation pulse [29] . The main simulation results for this case are shown in Figure 8 . In the single stage EEHG, long seed laser pulses can be adopted to fully cover the electron bunch, which results in a much higher output pulse energy and much narrower output bandwidth. 
Construction, Installation and Commissioning of the SXFEL-TF
Construction of the SXFEL-TF started in December 2014. One year later, 547 pile foundations, a total area of about 7000 m 2 of civil construction, and a concrete tunnel were completed. The building was ready for machine installation in April 2016 and then installation started. Figures 9 and 10 show the status of the construction and installation at the SXFEL-TF site. Moreover, we also have the plan of operating a single-stage EEHG at ultra-high harmonics for directly generating the 8.8 nm radiation pulse [29] . The main simulation results for this case are shown in Figure 8 . In the single stage EEHG, long seed laser pulses can be adopted to fully cover the electron bunch, which results in a much higher output pulse energy and much narrower output bandwidth. Moreover, we also have the plan of operating a single-stage EEHG at ultra-high harmonics for directly generating the 8.8 nm radiation pulse [29] . The main simulation results for this case are shown in Figure 8 . In the single stage EEHG, long seed laser pulses can be adopted to fully cover the electron bunch, which results in a much higher output pulse energy and much narrower output bandwidth. 
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Installation of the linac, the undulator system, and the diagnostic beamline was almost completed by the end of 2016. The linac RF conditioning and beam commissioning started in late December 2016. The beam was then successfully accelerated to 700 MeV at the exit of the C-band linac and sent to the undulator line to check the installation and equipment's function. The electron beam went through the radiator undulators and the spontaneous undulator radiation at wavelength about 15 nm was characterized with the photodiode and X-ray charge-coupled-device camera at the diagnostic beamline on 31 December 2016. The RF conditioning of the C-band linac and the commissioning of the S-band injector have been performed at the same time. The normalized emittance of the injector electron beam at about 200 MeV and after the magnetic bunch compressor BC1 is 1.2 mm·mrad and 1.1 mm·mrad in the horizontal and vertical directions, respectively. Further optimization to achieve FEL lasing is ongoing. Installation of the linac, the undulator system, and the diagnostic beamline was almost completed by the end of 2016. The linac RF conditioning and beam commissioning started in late December 2016. The beam was then successfully accelerated to 700 MeV at the exit of the C-band linac and sent to the undulator line to check the installation and equipment's function. The electron beam went through the radiator undulators and the spontaneous undulator radiation at wavelength about 15 nm was characterized with the photodiode and X-ray charge-coupled-device camera at the diagnostic beamline on 31 December 2016. The RF conditioning of the C-band linac and the commissioning of the S-band injector have been performed at the same time. The normalized emittance of the injector electron beam at about 200 MeV and after the magnetic bunch compressor BC1 is 1.2 mm·mrad and 1.1 mm·mrad in the horizontal and vertical directions, respectively. Further optimization to achieve FEL lasing is ongoing.
The SXFEL User Facility
Layout and Parameters
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Layout and Parameters
The SXFEL-TF will be upgraded to the soft X-ray user facility, SXFEL-UF, with the radiation wavelength extended to cover the water window region by boosting the electron beam energy to 1.5 GeV with more C-band accelerating structures. Two undulator lines, their associated beamlines, and five experimental end-stations are under construction for user experiments. The layout comparison between the SXFEL-TF and the SXFEL-UF is shown in Figure 11 . Table 4 lists the main basic parameters of the SXFEL-UF. between the SXFEL-TF and the SXFEL-UF is shown in Figure 11 . Table 4 lists the main basic parameters of the SXFEL-UF. 
Energy Upgrade
The main linac of the SXFEL-UF will accelerate the electron beam from an energy of 130 MeV at the exit of the injector to 1.5 GeV at the end of the linac. In this process, the electron bunch length will be compressed from 10 ps to about 0.7 ps. As shown in Figure 12 , an additional set of S-band 50 MW RF power source in section L1, four C-band accelerating units with eight RF accelerating structures, and a second bunch compressor section (BC2) are added to SXFEL-TF in its reserved space between L2 and L3 to constitute the SXFEL-UF main linac. In this upgrade, an X-band transverse deflecting cavity is placed at the end of this linac to obtain high resolution bunch length measurement at higher energy. The designed working parameters are shown in Table 5 and the simulated beam distributions are shown in Figure 13 . 
Linac Values
Electron energy 1500 MeV Energy spread (rms) ≤0.1% Normalized emittance (rms) ≤1.5 mm·mrad Bunch charge 0.5 nC Peak current at undulator ≥700 A Pulse repetition rate 50 Hz Undulator Line 1 FEL operation mode SASE FEL output wavelength ~2 nm FEL output pulse peak power ≥100 MW Line 2 FEL operation mode External seeding FEL output wavelength ~3 nm FEL output pulse peak power ≥100 MW
Energy Upgrade
Undulator Lines and the FEL Performance
There are two undulator lines for the user facility. One is upgraded from the test facility and will be operated with either a cascaded HGHG or EEHG-HGHG mode, as shown in Figure 14a , and 
There are two undulator lines for the user facility. One is upgraded from the test facility and will be operated with either a cascaded HGHG or EEHG-HGHG mode, as shown in Figure 14a , and hereafter referred to as the seeded line, while the other will be a brand-new line operated in the SASE mode, as shown in Figure 14b .
With the beam energy boosted to 1.5 GeV and the peak current increased to 700 A, the output wavelength of the SXFEL-UF can cover the water window region. Accordingly, to make the FEL output of the seeded line saturate, the length of the original undulator line should be increased. Here, one radiator is added in the first stage and four planar undulators are added in the second stage. With such a configuration, a fully coherent saturated 3 nm FEL output could be obtained. To fulfill users' demands, two elliptical polarized undulators (EPU) will be added following the radiators of the second stage to form the so-called "afterburner" scheme and realize the full control of the soft X-ray FEL's polarization.
output of the seeded line saturate, the length of the original undulator line should be increased. Here, one radiator is added in the first stage and four planar undulators are added in the second stage. With such a configuration, a fully coherent saturated 3 nm FEL output could be obtained. To fulfill users' demands, two elliptical polarized undulators (EPU) will be added following the radiators of the second stage to form the so-called "afterburner" scheme and realize the full control of the soft Xray FEL's polarization. In the baseline design, the second undulator line is based on the SASE mode, and the undulator is the in-vacuum planar type. The undulator period is 16 mm and the working gap is around 3.7 mm, resulting in a K value of 1.8. For this undulator line, the final FEL output is around 8 nm at a beam energy of 840 MeV, and can be as low as 2 nm at a beam energy of 1.5 GeV, while the output peak power will be greater than 100 MW for both cases.
With the parameters shown in Table 4 , the SXFEL-UF's performance with different undulator lines was simulated with the time-dependent mode of GENESIS. A 265 nm laser pulse with a longitudinal Gaussian profile, 200 MW peak power, and 100 fs (FWHM) pulse length is used as the seed laser for the seeded line. To obtain realistic simulation results, the whole electron beam was tracked through the undulator lines. The simulation results are illustrated in Figure 15 for the seeded line with the cascaded HGHG-HGHG mode, and in Figure 16 for the SASE line. In the baseline design, the second undulator line is based on the SASE mode, and the undulator is the in-vacuum planar type. The undulator period is 16 mm and the working gap is around 3.7 mm, resulting in a K value of 1.8. For this undulator line, the final FEL output is around 8 nm at a beam energy of 840 MeV, and can be as low as 2 nm at a beam energy of 1.5 GeV, while the output peak power will be greater than 100 MW for both cases.
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With the beam energy boosted to 1.5 GeV and the peak current increased to 700 A, the output wavelength of the SXFEL-UF can cover the water window region. Accordingly, to make the FEL output of the seeded line saturate, the length of the original undulator line should be increased. Here, one radiator is added in the first stage and four planar undulators are added in the second stage. With such a configuration, a fully coherent saturated 3 nm FEL output could be obtained. To fulfill users' demands, two elliptical polarized undulators (EPU) will be added following the radiators of the second stage to form the so-called "afterburner" scheme and realize the full control of the soft Xray FEL's polarization. In the baseline design, the second undulator line is based on the SASE mode, and the undulator is the in-vacuum planar type. The undulator period is 16 mm and the working gap is around 3.7 mm, resulting in a K value of 1.8. For this undulator line, the final FEL output is around 8 nm at a beam energy of 840 MeV, and can be as low as 2 nm at a beam energy of 1.5 GeV, while the output peak power will be greater than 100 MW for both cases.
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Beamlines and Experimental End-Stations
X-ray beamlines are important parts of the SXFEL user facility, precisely transmitting the FEL output into various end-stations. Online diagnostics of the FEL outputs will also be provided at the beamlines. In the initial phase of the user facility, there are two beamlines and five end-stations, including cell imaging, atomic molecular and optical physics (AMO), ultrafast physics, surface chemistry, etc. Figure 17 shows one of the SXFEL-UF beamlines together with two end-stations. 
X-ray beamlines are important parts of the SXFEL user facility, precisely transmitting the FEL output into various end-stations. Online diagnostics of the FEL outputs will also be provided at the beamlines. In the initial phase of the user facility, there are two beamlines and five end-stations, including cell imaging, atomic molecular and optical physics (AMO), ultrafast physics, surface chemistry, etc. Figure 17 shows one of the SXFEL-UF beamlines together with two end-stations. Figure 16 . Simulated FEL performance of the SASE line at 2 nm output: gain curve and the output pulse in the time domain.
X-ray beamlines are important parts of the SXFEL user facility, precisely transmitting the FEL output into various end-stations. Online diagnostics of the FEL outputs will also be provided at the beamlines. In the initial phase of the user facility, there are two beamlines and five end-stations, including cell imaging, atomic molecular and optical physics (AMO), ultrafast physics, surface chemistry, etc. Figure 17 shows one of the SXFEL-UF beamlines together with two end-stations. With its high light source performance properties and these well-designed instruments, SXFEL is dedicated to ultrafast X-ray science and fundamental research, especially on femtosecond chemistry, materials under extreme conditions, high-throughput bio-imaging, light-induced transient phenomenon and dynamic functions in real time, etc. Owing to its ultra-intense and ultrafast pulses, the facility will attract much attention from the science community and this will be the main driving force for the SXFEL.
To make use of the full coherence and femtosecond pulse duration of XFEL, technologies such as ultrafast scattering and imaging will be employed. Ultrafast scattering and imaging with unprecedented spatial resolution will permit the evolution of nano-materials, and will allow further With its high light source performance properties and these well-designed instruments, SXFEL is dedicated to ultrafast X-ray science and fundamental research, especially on femtosecond chemistry, materials under extreme conditions, high-throughput bio-imaging, light-induced transient phenomenon and dynamic functions in real time, etc. Owing to its ultra-intense and ultrafast pulses, the facility will attract much attention from the science community and this will be the main driving force for the SXFEL.
To make use of the full coherence and femtosecond pulse duration of XFEL, technologies such as ultrafast scattering and imaging will be employed. Ultrafast scattering and imaging with unprecedented spatial resolution will permit the evolution of nano-materials, and will allow further investigation of the relationship between material synthesis and operating conditions. This will change our methods for the development of novel materials. Moreover, the capability of SXFEL will enable the unique characterization of structure and dynamic changes therein. Electron transfer, electronic fluctuation, transient phase transfer and hidden phase could be captured in a few femtoseconds. The ability to capture ultrafast processes will give a better understanding of motions at the sub-nanometer and femtosecond scales. Flash X-ray imaging, combined with intense lasers and mass spectroscopy, could be applied to bio-imaging and the investigation of materials under extreme conditions. To obtain the special properties of catalysis and photo-catalysis, methods such as laser-pump X-ray probing and two-color X-ray pump X-ray probing may achieve surprising results. Considering dynamic functions under natural states and in real time is the key to investigating any ultrafast problems. To this end, multiple pump-probes (Vis-/infrared-laser, THz, X-ray) with mixed particle injectors will be designed to capture high frame rates images. The understanding of any emergent phenomena is essential for designing new materials and chemical reactions. To cover this issue, SXFEL will reveal these critical events step by step, from scattering and diffraction to absorption. The data from different end-stations either specially-designed or based on general X-ray technologies at SXFEL will be combined. Multiple big data analyses would provide new ways to approach new materials and chemical reactions.
Construction and Project Schedule
The civil construction of the SXFEL-UF undulator tunnel and experimental hall started in November 2016. Procurement of the main components for the energy upgrade and new undulators is underway and on schedule. The civil construction will be finished in July 2018, and will be followed by the installation and commissioning of the apparatus. User experiments are expected to commence in early 2019.
Conclusions
The SXFEL (both the test facility and the user facility) projects are in good shape. The SXFEL-TF is under commissioning, aiming to commence lasing in the first half of 2017. The test facility will be quickly upgraded to a soft X-ray user facility by boosting the beam energy to 1.5 GeV, constructing two undulator lines and five experimental stations, and adding a new undulator tunnel and experimental hall. The SXFEL-UF started its civil construction in November 2016 and will provide high-brightness and ultrafast soft X-ray FEL beams covering the full water window to the user community in 2019.
